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Ex. 3.   Obtain an integral of the equation
12 -- gjj - 517^732    p 722 .""3*742
>
dx1
in the form
_	.
= -A   1 -   j- +  2 -- jj - 12 +
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84.    The preceding investigation shews that, by means of the
'>	differential equation and the expansion of a function in terms of
£	the independent  variable  as  given  in Taylor's  or  Maclaurin's
|	theorem, an expression in the form of a series can be obtained for
|»	the dependent variable ; but, instead of working through what is
/	sometimes a troublesome process, it is convenient to accept the
|	principle that a series can be obtained and so to assume for y
t	some series arranged according to powers of x with indeterminate
coefficients and indices. This series is then to be substituted for
the dependent variable in the differential equation, and as it is a
;	solution, of that equation it must make the equation an identity ;
;	a comparison  of the indices  of the independent  variable will
V	shew the  law  of their progression, and  a  comparison of the
|	coefficients of the different terms involving the same powers of
}	the variable will give the required relations between the coefficients
|	in the expression assumed.    The latter will then for such values of
|	the independent variable as  leave the  series  converging be a
|	solution.
i
fj	85.   As the method just indicated is really equivalent to the
\\	earlier one, it is not better suited to the solution of non-linear
$	equations ; but much labour is saved by it when the differential
|/	equation to be solved is linear.    One of the most important forms
r	to which it is specially applicable is that which may be written
where 0 and ty are rational integral algebraical functions.    To
solve this, assume
y = AjxP* + A^ + Ajf** +
where mj? m2, m^ ... are exponents in ascending order of magni-
tude; since

